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1 Overview

Portions of this work were performed in collaboration with Drs. M. Wolff and K. Wood of the Naval Research Laboratory. We are engaged in a long-term project to develop numerical models for the high-speed variability seen in the energy output of the x-ray binary systems, in general, and for the white dwarf x-ray binary systems known as the AM Herculis objects (from hence on the AM Her objects), in particular, and to develop modern tools for the analysis of time series data.

2. Accomplishments

The AM Her objects are x-ray binary systems composed of strongly magnetic ($B_*=10 - 60$ MG) white dwarfs and low-mass companion stars. They are characterized by strongly polarized optical emission and x-ray emission modulated on the orbital/rotational periods of the systems. In addition to the coherent rotational/orbital variations, the AM Her objects also exhibit aperiodic and quasi-periodic variability on time scales ranging from seconds to years. The quasi-periodic variability divides into two classes: 1 - 3 sec quasi-periodic oscillations (QPOs) detected in the optical; and tens of seconds to several minutes QPOs seen in the optical and x-rays. Neither class of QPOs is well-understood.

J. Imamura continued development of a radiation-hydrodynamics numerical code designed to model the shocks found in the AM Her systems. The initial phase of this work involved integrating the radiation moment equations into the hydrodynamic code. We are currently implementing a simplified equation set into an existing hydrodynamics computer code. We are studying shocks with an isotropic and grey radiation process. Such work, in addition to its value as a developmental technique, is applicable to accretion onto nonmagnetic high mass white dwarfs and nonmagnetic neutron stars. After this step is completed, we will tackle the highly anisotropic and strongly frequency dependent radiation process of cyclotron emission.

J. Imamura, in collaboration with groups from NASA/Ames Research Center and the Naval Research Laboratory, pursued the dripping handrail nonlinear dynamics model as a possible alternative model for the AM Her QPOs. Imamura et al. showed that this simple model produces QPO activity similar to that seen in the AM Her systems and also to that seen in the neutron star low mass x-ray binaries.

J. Imamura completed an investigation of the properties of radiating shock waves where there is significant separation between electron and ion temperatures and considered the effects of realistic white dwarf cooling functions on the properties of nonradial shock oscillation modes. Imamura showed that two temperature effects tend to destabilize radiative shock waves to oscillatory instabilities of the postshock relaxation region and that surprisingly, Compton cooling destabilized nonradial oscillation modes — Compton cooling strongly stabilizes radial oscillations.
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